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Introduction
Let (R, m) be a (commutative Noetherian) local ring and M a finitely generated R-module of dimension d. By top local cohomology modules, we mean the local cohomology modules H d I (M ), where I is a proper ideal of R. As is well-known, H d I (M ) is an Artinian R-module (cf. [6] ). For the Artinian modules over a commutative quasi-local (not necessarily Noetherian) ring, there is a theory of local homology (cf. [11] ). In this paper, we will mainly discuss the local homology modules of top local cohomology modules of Cohen-Macaulay modules.
The N.dimension and width of Artinian modules were defined in [8] and [9] . In section 2, we show that N.dim R (H . . . , x d ) is a system of parameters for M , which, with another result in this section, demonstrates that local homology and local cohomology are dual to each other in some sense.
Coregular Sequences on Top Local Cohomology Modules
Let (A, n) be a commutative quasi-local ring and X an Artinian A-module. Roberts [9] introduced a dimension for X. Following Kirby [3] , we call this dimension as N.dimension (Noetherian dimension) of X, denoted by N.dim A (X). N.dim A (X) is defined as follows: we put N.dim A (X) = −1 when X = 0, then, inductively, let r ≥ 0 be an integer, when N.dim A (X) < r is false and for any ascending chain
of submodules of X there exists an integer n such that N.dim A (X m+1 /X m ) < r for all m ≥ n, we put N.dim A (X) = r. Then, N.dim A (X) = 0 if and only if X has finite length and N.dim A (X) is the least integer r such that 0 : X (x 1 , . . . , x r ) has finite length for some x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ n (cf. [9] ). Let x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ n. We say that x 1 , . . . , x n is an X-coregular sequence if
is surjective for i = 1, . . . , n. The width of X, denoted by width A (X), is the length of a maximal X-coregular sequence in n. For any X-coregular element x ∈ n, we have that
and width A (0 : X x) = width A (X) − 1, (cf. [8] and [9] ).
Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay module of dimension d over a local ring, the following proposition states that regular sequences on M are coregular on the top local cohomology module H 
and, for all n ≥ 1, the following diagram is commutative
where ν n is the natural homomorphism.
Proof. We use induction on i. Set
Considering the long exact sequences of local cohomology modules of the diagram
where the middle vertical homomorphism is the identity map and the right vertical homomorphism is the natural map, as M/x n 1 M is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d − 1, we get the following commutative diagram with exact rows
-coregular and, for any n ≥ 1, there is an isomorphism
so, the result is true for i = 1. Now suppose that i > 1 and the result is true for i − 1. Then, we have the following commutative diagram
where α i−1,n+1 , α ′ i−1,n and α i−1,n are the isomorphisms obtained by restricting α i−1,n+1 , α i−1,n and α i−1,n on the corresponding submodules respectively, and ν i−1,n is also the restriction of ν i−1,n . Considering the long exact sequences of local cohomology modules of the following diagram ) and unlabeled maps are natural maps, we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows by using temporarily 
where the rows are isomorphisms and the composition of the two left vertical maps is just the homomorphism reduced from the natural homomorphism
Thus, for any n ≥ 1, we have an isomorphism
, and, for all n ≥ 1 the following diagram is commutative
The following corollary will be used in the next section.
Corollary 2.2. Let (R, m) be a local ring, M a finitely generated R-module of dimension d and x 1 , . . . , x d a system of parameters for M . Suppose that M is Cohen-Macaulay. Then, for any n ≥ 1, there is an isomorphism
, and, for all n ≥ 1, the following diagram is commutative
) where ν n is the natural homomorphism.
For the N.dimension and width of top local cohomology modules, we have the following two propositions. 
we have the following exact sequence
Therefore, by induction assumption, we have
The proposition follows. Proof. When d = 0, it is trivial. We assume that d ≥ 1. As in the proof of proposition 2.3, we may assume that there exists x ∈ m which is a nonzero divisor on M , and we have xH (M/xM ), we get some y ∈ m such that yH
For an Artinian module X over a commutative quasi-local ring A, it is always the case that width A (X) ≤ N.dim A (X). When the equality holds, we say that X is co-Cohen-Macaulay. Co-Cohen-Macaulay modules were introduced and studied in [11] and [12] .
Let k be a field and R = k[[X 1 , . . . , X n ]] be a formal power series ring. Then R is a local ring and (X 1 , . . . , X n ) is the maximal ideal.
n ] be the k-module of polynomials in X −1 1 , . . . , X −1 n with coefficients in k. Then K is an Artinian R-module ( see [2] ). It is easy to see that X 1 , . . . , X n is a K-coregular sequence and 0 : K (X 1 , . . . , X n ) = k has finite length, hence, width R (K) = N.dim R (K) = n. Thus K is a coCohen-Macaulay R-module. 
Local Homology of Top Local Cohomology Modules
Let (A, n) be a commutative quasi-local ring and X an Artinian A-module. For any sequence x = (x 1 , . . . , x r ) in n and an integer i, the i-th local homology module H 
